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Link farming: a prevalent evil in Web



 

Search engines rank websites / webpages based on 
graph metrics such as Pagerank


 

High in-degree helps to get high Pagerank



 

Link farming in Web


 

Websites exchange reciprocal links with other sites to 
improve ranking by search engines



 

A form of spam – heavily penalized by search 
engines



Why link farming in Twitter?



 

Twitter has become a Web within the Web


 

Vast amounts of information and real-time news


 

Twitter search becoming more and more common


 

Search engines rank users by follower-rank, Pagerank to 
decide whose tweets to return as search results



 

High indegree (#followers) seen as a metric of influence



 

Link farming in Twitter


 

Spammers follow other users and attempt to get them to 
follow back



Link farming in Web & Twitter similar?



 

Motivation is similar


 

Higher indegree will give better ranks in search results



 

Who engages in link farming?


 

Web – spammers


 

Twitter – spammers + many legitimate, popular users !!!



 

Additional factors in Twitter


 

‘Following back’ considered a social etiquette



 

Is link farming in Twitter spam at all?



How to identify link farmers in Twitter?



 

Idea: start with spammers


 

Study how spammers acquire social links



 

Reported: large amounts of spam exist in Twitter 


 

Spam-URLs in Twitter get much higher clickthrough rates 
than spam-URLs in email [Grier, CCS 2011]



 

Shows spammers are successfully acquiring social links 
and social influence



Large scale identification of spammers



 

Twitter dataset collected at MPI-SWS, Germany


 

Complete snapshot of Twitter as of August 2009


 

54 million users, 1.9 billion social links



 

Identifying spammers


 

379,340 accounts suspended during Aug 2009 – Feb 2011


 

Suspension is due to spam-activity or long inactivity


 

41,352 suspended accounts posted at least one 
blacklisted URL shortened by bit.ly or tinyurl 

 

spammers



Terminology for spammers’
 
links



 

Spam-targets: users followed by spammers


 

Spam-followers: users who follow spammers


 

Targeted: spam-target and spam-follower


 

Non-targeted: follow spammers without being targeted



Link farming by spammers


 

Spammers farm links at large scale


 

Over 15 million users (27% of total) targeted by 41,352 
spammers (0.08% of total)



 

1.3 million spam-followers


 

82% are targeted 

 

spammers get most links by 
reciprocation



Link farming makes spammers influential



 

Spammers get more followers than an average 
Twitter user



 

Some spammers acquire very high Pageranks


 

304 within top 100,000 (0.18% of all users)



Who are the spam-followers?


 

Non-targeted spam-followers


 

Mostly sybils / hired helps of spammers


 

Most have now been suspended by Twitter



 

Targeted spam-followers


 

Ranked on the basis of number of links to spammers


 

60% of follow-links acquired by spammers come from the 
top 100,000 targeted followers

Top spam-followers tend to reciprocate 
almost all links established to them by 
spammers



Is it easy to farm links in Twitter?



 

We created a Twitter account and followed some of 
the top targeted spam-followers 


 

Followed 500 randomly selected users out of the top 100K 
spam-followers



 

Within 3 days, 65 reciprocated by following back


 

Our account ranked within the top 9% of all users in 
Twitter in 3 days !!!



 

Existence of a set of users from whom social links 
(hence social influence) can be farmed easily


 

Referred to as the top link-farmers



Who are the top link-farmers?



 

Not spammers themselves


 

76% not suspended by Twitter in the last two years


 

235 verified by Twitter to be real, well-known users


 

Have much higher indegree as well as outdegree 
compared to spammers



 

Most of their tweets contain valid URLs



Who are the top link-farmers?



 

Highly influential users


 

Rank within top 5% according 
to Pagerank, follower-rank, 
retweet-rank



 

Mostly social marketers, 
entrepreneurs, …


 

Want to promote some online 
business / website



 

Heavily interconnect with each 
other – density of subgraph is 
0.018 (for whole graph: 10-7)



 

Aim: to acquire social capital



Collusionrank



Top link-farmers: examples



Combating the problem



 

Not practical for Twitter to suspend / blacklist top 
link-farmers 



 

Solution


 

Strategy to disincentivize users from following / 
reciprocating to unknown people



 

Penalize users for following spammers



 

Algorithm that is inverse of Pagerank


 

Negatively bias a small set of known spammers


 

Propagate negative scores from spammers to spam- 
followers



Pagerank + Collusionrank 


 

Computed Collusionrank considering 600 known 
spammers



 

Rank users by Pagerank + Collusionrank


 

Effectively filters out spammers and link-farmers (top 
spam-followers) from top ranks



Pagerank + Collusionrank



 

Selectively penalizes spammers & link-farmers


 

Out of top 100K according to Pagerank, 20K demoted 
heavily, rest 80% not affected much (inset)



 

The heavily demoted 20K follow many more spammers 
than the rest (main figure)



Related Publications



 

Preliminary version: Poster at ACM World Wide Web 
Conference 2011, Hyderabad, India



 

Complete study: Paper accepted at ACM World 
Wide Web Conference 2012, Lyon, France
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Motivation for who-is-who service



 

Twitter has emerged as an important source of 
information & real-time news



 

Need to know the credentials / expertise of a user 
to trust the content posted by her



 

Knowledge of users’ topical expertise can be used 
to identify experts in specific topics



How to know expertise of a user



 

Use content provided by the user herself


 

Bio of Twitter account, tweets posted by user, …



 

Problems: 


 

Many popular users do not have bio, or bio does not give 
topical information


 

Extreme case: well-known comedian Jimmy Fallon’s bio says 
(mockingly) that he is an astrophysicist



 

Tweets often contain daily conversation



 

Alternative: use crowdsourcing


 

How does the Twitter crowd describe a user?


 

Crowdsourced information collected using Twitter Lists

Name Bio Major Topics obtained 
from List

Jimmy fallon astrophysicists celebs, comedy, funny, 
actors, famous, humor

Danecook When I tweet, I tweet to 
kill

celebs, comedy, funny, 
actors, famous

ScreenOrigami Web developer from 
Germany

Webdesign, webkraut, 
html, designer
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Twitter Lists



 

A feature used to organize the people one is 
following on Twitter


 

Create a named list, add an optional List description


 

Add related users to the List


 

Tweets posted by these users will be grouped together as 
a separate stream



How Lists work ?



Using Lists to infer topics for users



 

If U is an expert / authority in a certain topic


 

U likely to be included in several Lists


 

List names / descriptions provide valuable semantic cues 
to the topics of expertise of U



Identify topics from List meta-data



 

Consider the Lists in which U is included



 

Process List names and descriptions


 

Common language processing techniques such as removal 
of stopwords, case-folding, …



 

Identify nouns and adjective (part-of-speech tagging)


 

Get a (term, frequency) vector for user U


 

Consider most frequent unigrams and bigrams as topics



Examples of topics inferred
Twitter Accounts Top Tags (extracted from List meta-data)

politics, celebs, government, famous, president, media, 
leaders, news, current events

celebs, actors, famous, movies, stars, comedy, funny, music, 
hollywood, pop culture

linux, tech, open, software, libre, gnu, computer, developer, 
ubuntu, unix

yoga, health, fitness, wellness, magazines, media, mind, 
meditation, body, inspiration

politics, senator, congress, government, republicans, iowa, 
gop, officials, conservative, house

politics, senate, government, congress, democrats, missouri, 
dems, officials, progressive, women



Topics inferred from Lists



 

Topics inferred are almost always accurate


 

Topics for well-known users (e.g. celebrities, US Senators) 
verified from Wikipedia pages on these people



 

Conducted a user-survey – more than 80% evaluators 
found the topics to be accurate and informative



 

Depth of information: For US Senators, could 
identify 


 

Political party (democrat / republican), state, gender, …


 

Political ideologies (e.g. conservative / liberal), …


 

even Senate committees they are members of



Who-is-who service



 

Our who-is-who service for Twitter:
http://twitter-app.mpi-sws.org/who-is-who/



 

Given a Twitter user, shows word-cloud for some of 
the major topics for the user

http://twitter-app.mpi-sws.org/who-is-who/


Topics for Barabasi



Topics for Barack Obama



Twitter as a source of information



 

Characterizing the experts in Twitter 

 characterizing Twitter platform as a whole



 

What are the topics on which information can be 
available in Twitter?



 

Do topical experts connect to each other?



 

Do topical experts mostly tweet about their own 
topics of expertise?



Topics in Twitter –

 
major topics to niche ones



Major topics in Twitter



Niche topics in Twitter



Topical experts connect to each other



 

Density of entire Twitter network: 10-7



 

Density of subgraph among experts (those who are Listed at 
least 10 times): 10-4



 

Density of subgraph among experts in same topic even higher


 

Higher for niche topics (with fewer experts) than for major topics


 

Experts in niche topics form densely connected knowledge communities



Do experts tweet on their topic of expertise?



 

Method


 

(Term, frequency) vector extracted from Lists of U


 

(Term, frequency) vector extracted from tweets posted by U


 

Cosine similarity between the vectors



 

Observations


 

Business accounts tweet primarily on their topics of 
expertise, e.g. Linux Foundation, Yoga journal



 

Most personal accounts tend to tweet on a wide variety of 
topics, some are more topical



Do experts tweet on their topic of expertise?



 

The celebrities (having top follower-ranks) usually tweet on 
a wide variety of topics



 

Some of the users having follower-ranks around 10K mostly 
tweet on their topics of expertise



Conclusion



 

Paper submitted to AAAI ICWSM Conference 2012



 

Ongoing work


 

building a topical expert search / who-to-follow service
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